
Improvements to the Dash

I took the liberty to make some mock-ups on how the dash (especially the application and folders & 
files lens, since opening apps and folder is the biggest hurdle for my parents) could be improved and 
made easier for new users to adopt.
After that I wrote some ideas on how to improve the chameleon background colour of the launcher and 
the dash.

Home lens

The home lens should display recently used apps and files in the first row.
After that it should show the most used apps and files.
See picture below.



Application lens

Problem:
Too crowded and programs are hard to find if you don't know the name and what to look for, even for 
advanced Ubuntu users like myself.

Solution:
Get rid of the "recent used apps", which is redundant, because it's allready in the home lens.
Do the same with the "available to download" category. 
This leaving a big space for the installed apps, which should show as many programs as possible. 
These should be sorted by their types (internet, games, ...)
To quickly find the right installed app esier, the type (internet, games, ...) should be shown at the side 
all the time and probably made a bit smaller. See picture below.

When searching for a program the last row should display apps available to download, which would do 
the same as the searched app. For an excample you type "videoplayer" Totem should be displayed and 
vlc, banshee, ... on the last row ready to download. 
Same goes for a spezific app. When tipping Rhythmbox it should show you other apps like Amarok, 
Banshee, Guayadeqe.
The system apps shouldn't be display at first. For that we have the System Settings. These apps should 
only be displayed when searched.
See picture below.





File and folders lens

When not searched the files & folders lens should only show folders, since the recent used files are 
displayed on the home lens.
The folders, which are bookmarked in nautilus (like Download, Picures, ...and your bookmarked ones), 
should be displayed first and in the same order as they are in Nautilus. 
Underneath them (with a thin line seperating these two sections) it should show the most used folders, 
from which files are opened. Please note from which files are opened and not how often that folder is 
accessed by the user.
See picture below.

When searched it should show all files and folders which match the name, even when the file hasn't 
been opened before.The results should only be differentiated by Files and Folders and not Download or 
anything.See picture below.





Launcher

Problem:
The Colourtheme of the Launcher looks inconsistant with the window theme (Ambiance, Radiance, 
etc).
The Launcher also looks too childish with it's colourfull icons and Backgroundcolour. 

Solution:
The backgroundcolour of the Launcher should mainly be coloured with the colour of the Window 
Theme and than turned slightly to the colour of the background. In a proportion of about 75% window 
theme 25% Background.

The icons should do the same but with more of the backgroundcolour let's say 60% Window Theme 
and 40% backgroundcolour.

Dash / HUD

Problem:
None, but needs adjustments to the same colour as discribed above for the Backgroundcolour of the 
Launcher.

But the icon size could be improved. The size right now is fine, when you using a touch device. But 
when someone changes the launcher size it's obvious that he has no problem with seeing smaller icons 
so the apps displayed on the dash should be made smaller in the same proportion as those on the 
launcher.
There should also be an option to resize the icons to someones liking.


